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Simulations and experiments with space-charge-dominated beams a…
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Beams in which space charge forces are stronger than the force from thermal pressure are nonneutral
plasmas, since particles interact mostly via the long-range collective potential. An ever-increasing
number of applications demand such high-brightness beams. The University of Maryland Electron
Ring @P. G. O’Sheaet al., Nucl. Instrum Methods Phys. Res. A464, 646 ~2001!#, currently under
construction, is designed for studying the physics of space-charge-dominated beams. Indirect ways
of measuring beam emittance near the UMER source produced conflicting results, which were
resolved only when a direct measurement of phase space indicated a hollow velocity distribution.
Comparison to self-consistent simulation using the particle-in-cell code WARP@D. P. Groteet al.,
Fusion Eng. Design32-33, 193~1996!# revealed sensitivity to the initial velocity distribution. Since
the beam is born with nonuniformities and granularity, dissipation mechanisms and rates are of
interest. Simulations found that phase mixing by means of chaotic particle orbits is possible in
certain situations, and proceeds much faster than Landau damping. The implications for using
beams to model otherN-body systems are discussed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1558291#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A charged particle beam in which the repulsive spa
charge forces are stronger than the outward force from t
mal pressure is called space-charge dominated.1 In this re-
gime, the Debye length is smaller than the beam size, an
particles interact mostly via the long-range collective pot
tial, as in a~non-neutral! plasma. Whereas many emergin
accelerator applications require maintaining higher beam
tensities, most beams are actually created in this inten
regime near their source, but eventually the space ch
forces relatively weaken due to acceleration, transverse c
pression, and an increase in thermal pressure caused by
tance growth. Even when space charge is not an impor
factor in the behavior of the bulk of an accelerator system
can still be important to include the influence of space cha
in system design. To begin with, the characteristics of
source region determine the initial state of the beam,
characteristics of the initial state such as beam emittance
halo formation2 are often quite important to downstream b
havior. Less apparent is that space-charge collective mo
that persist for hundreds of focusing periods can be exc
in the source region under some conditions.3 It is therefore
important to understand the effects of intense space ch
on beam dynamics, since the initial beam state can af
downstream emittance growth, halo formation, and

a!Paper GI2 4, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 137 ~2002!.
b!Invited speaker. Electronic mail: ramiak@ebte.umd.edu
c!Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, Illinois; also Fermi National Lab
Batavia, Illinois.

d!Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California.
e!Also at Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University
Maryland, College Park, Maryland.
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broadening of ring resonances. The University of Maryla
Electron Ring~UMER!,4 currently under construction, is de
signed for conducting beam physics experiments at extre
intensities in a circular lattice, and will serve as low-co
model of high-intensity accelerators for a variety of applic
tions, such as heavy-ion fusion drivers, the low-energy e
of high intensity electron linacs, ion booster synchrotro
muon colliders, and spallation neutron sources.

Since a space-charge-dominated beam can be viewe
a one-component non-neutral plasma where the average
cusing forces take the place of a fixed neutralizing ba
ground, it is a medium that can carry waves or collect
oscillations.5 Yet despite the fact that thermal pressure
much less than space charge forces, the beam kinetic
perature cannot be completely neglected. As we sho
present, the detailed evolution of space charge waves
pends not only on the rms temperature or emittance, but
on the detailed velocity space distribution. After a brief ov
view of UMER in the next section, we present experimen
measurements of the beam distribution function near
UMER electron gun. Various indirect methods of measu
ment give us conflicting results, which cannot be reconci
except by assuming a hollow velocity distribution, a fa
verified by direct mapping of phase space using a pepper-
We augment the experimental results with self-consist
particle-in-cell simulations using the particle-in-cell cod
WARP, developed at Lawrence Livermore Nation
Laboratory.6 The beam emerging from the source is far fro
equilibrium, instead carrying waves and granular microstr
tures. We are therefore interested in dissipation mechani
and rates and, in particular, the possibility of rapid pha
mixing by means of chaotic particle orbits. An ongoin

f

6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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simulation study is highlighted in Sec. IV, and its implic
tions are discussed.

II. OVERVIEW OF UMER

Table I lists some relevant parameters for UMER, wh
is discussed in more detail in Ref. 4, and on the web
http://www.ireap.umd.edu/umer. The beam presently drift
10 keV, so theb of 0.2 implies the beam is nonrelativistic
Three induction gaps distributed equidistantly around
ring provide longitudinal focusing, and will also be used
accelerate the beam to 50 keV in a future stage. Transv
focusing is provided by 36 alternating-gradient quadrup
~FODO! cells around the 11.52 m circumference of the rin
Each pair of FODO cells, along with two 10° bends, is
stalled on one out of 18 mechanical sections. As of Nove
ber 2002, the injector and the first four ring sections ha
been installed and characterized, providing data from n
bends. Additional sections are assembled and ready to
installed as part of a phased installation program. The en
ring is scheduled to be complete during the summer of 20

The beam intensity can be quantified in a number
ways, for example using the dimensionless intensity par
eter,x, defined as the ratio of the space-charge force to
external focusing force at the beam radius~see also Ref. 4!.
The space charge depresses the betatron oscillation
quency by a ratiovb /vbo5k/ko5A12x, while the plasma
frequencyvp is enhanced,vp /vbo5A2x. Another param-
eter of importance, which is related directly to the value ofx,
is the ratio of beam radius,r b , to the Debye lengthlD

5v th /vp , where the beam kinetic energy in a comovi
frame is 1

2mv th
2 and the plasma frequencyvp

25(4pne2/m),
n is the particle number density,e is the particle charge, an
m is the particle mass. For intensities abovex50.5, the De-
bye length becomes significantly smaller than the beam
dius, and the beam is able to support collective space-ch
oscillations, since those oscillations usually do not occu
wavelengths less thanlD .

With the design beam current of 100 mA, an initial em
tance ofen512– 15mm and a zero-current phase advan
per period ofs0576° ~giving a beam radiusa51 cm!,
UMER can achieve an intensity ofx50.97, which is near the
extreme intensity. The intensity of the UMER beam can
reduced over a wide range~down to x;0.35! by changing

TABLE I. UMER design specifications.

Beam energy 10 keV
b (5v/c) 0.2
Beam current <100 mA
Generalized perveance <0.0015
Emittance, 43 rms, norm 10mm
Pulse length 40–100 ns
Ring circumference 11.52 m
Lap time 197 ns
Pulse repetition rate 60 Hz
Mean beam radius <1 cm
FODO period 0.32 m
Zero-current phase advance,so 76°
Zero-current betatron tune,vo 7.6
Tune depression >0.2
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the anode–cathode spacing, the beam energy, the potent
the cathode grid, or by changing the aperture size in
beam collimator at the exit of the gun. In this paper, em
tance refers to the normalized effective emittance calcula
according to the formula,1

exn
2 516bg~^x2&^x82&2^xx8&2!, ~1!

where the^¯& indicate taking the moments over the 4
transverse beam distributionf (x,x8,y,y8). Herex is the par-
ticle position in the horizontal direction~minus the beam
centroid!, x8 is the particle angle with the reference traje
tory, vx /vz ~minus that of the beam centroid!, b is the beam
velocity normalized to the speed of light, andg is the rela-
tivistic factor. A similar expression holds for they emittance,
eyn .

To allow detailed comparison between theory and
periment, UMER has a comprehensive set of beam diagn
tics. In addition to the 13 diagnostic stations around the r
with phosphor screens and capacitive beam position m
tors ~BPMs!, the induction gaps will be initially operated a
resistive BPMs to maximize the position data for beam ste
ing purposes. Two fast current monitors will also be instal
in the injection and extraction lines. A sophisticated diagn
tic end-chamber is currently in operation and will eventua
reside at the end of the extraction section. The cham
houses emittance meters of both the slit-wire and pepper
types; a retarding-field energy analyzer with eV or sub-
resolution for energy and energy spread measurements7 a
movable phosphor screen with up to 1.5 m travel for ins
tion into the extraction transport line; and a Faraday cup
current measurement. Charge-coupled device~CCD! cam-
eras record the time-integrated images of the beam from
phosphor screens.

III. SIMULATING SOURCE AND INJECTOR
EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulation code and model

The simulations presented here employ the particle
cell code WARP~Ref. 6! to self-consistently simulate spac
charge effects in our experiments. The WARP code simula
space charge effects in 2D or 3D by advancing a large n
ber of macroparticles in response to both the external app
fields and the self-fields. The self-fields are calculated o
mesh of sufficient resolution to capture the variations of
beam potential, and the particles are advanced using a l
frog algorithm. WARP has been under development
nearly a decade, so it possesses a variety of models for
ous accelerator elements—magnets, induction gaps, a
tures, etc.—as well as many different choices of field solve
boundary conditions, and numerical algorithms. Many inp
beam distributions are also possible, of which the most co
monly used for space-charge-dominated beams is the s
Gaussian, in which the particle density is uniform across
beam, while the velocity distribution is Gaussian with un
form temperature.

Although most of the simulations reported here we
modeled with the 2-1/2 D ‘‘slice’’ version of WARP
(WARPxy), which solves for the transverse behavior wh
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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advancing a beam slice alongs, some problems are inhe
ently three-dimensional. The source simulations emplo
the r –z axisymmetric module, which is also used for mo
eling propagation and confinement of the beam ends and
retarding voltage energy analyzer.

B. The UMER electron gun

The electron gun is of Pierce geometry with a 4 mm
radius cathode.8 Changing the A/K separation or the grid
cathode potential can vary the perveance. Since the acc
ating potential across the gap is applied using a dc 10
power supply, a grid located 0.15 mm from the cathode s
face is biased negatively~usually at 40–50 V! in order to
impede the current flow until a positive pulse is applied
the grid. Since the separation between the wires in the r
angular grid pattern is 0.15 mm, i.e., the same as the dista
to the cathode, the field pattern in the vicinity of the emit
surface is complex, especially when beam space charg
included. Another grid~with 87% transmission and a wir
spacing of 0.69 mm! intercepts the beam in the anode pla
in order to create an equipotential surface, as E-GUN sim
lations had shown this method reduces gun aberrations.
grids appear in a photograph taken without the beam@Fig.
1~a!#. In addition, the UMER gun structure has a set
masks on a plate that can be rotated without break
vacuum. This mask plate contains a pepper-pot mask
measuring transverse phase space, a five-beamlet quin
pattern~similar to the five on the face of a die!, as well as a
series of round holes with various radii used to change
beam current and emittance to provide beams with wid
different intensities.

C. Measurement of the initial beam distribution

1. Shadow of anode grid

One of the early mysteries in characterizing the UME
gun was estimating the emerging beam’s emittance. A ca
lation of intrinsic emittance provides a value of 3.6mm,
given the cathode radius and cathode temperature meas

FIG. 1. Photographs of~a! cathode~fine! and anode~coarse! grids without
the beam;~b! beam incident on phosphor screen 6 cm downstream f
anode grid, exhibiting a shadow of the anode grid;~c! simulation of ~b!
using semi-Gaussian distribution with 12mm emit; and~d! same simulation
with 4 mm emit.
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by a pyrometer.8 This number, however, proved inconsiste
with someof the measurements. For example, the beam
from transport experiments in the injector hinted at a mu
larger emittance~;12–15mm!. The interesting issue is tha
a P-screen positioned 6 cm downstream from the an
clearly shows a shadow of the anode grid pattern,9 as in Fig.
1~b!. WARPxy simulations using the slice model and an in
tial semi-Gaussian distribution starting from the anode w
the higher emittance have been unable to reproduce the
pattern @Fig. 1~c!#, as the shadow tends to wash out ve
quickly. Yet when the simulation emittance is reduced to n
the intrinsic emittance, the grid shadow pattern can be s
in the simulation@Fig. 1~d!#.

2. Five-beamlet merging

The emittance mystery compounded with addition
data. Figure 2 shows phosphor screen images measured
cm downstream from the anode plane when the five-beam
mask is used. This photograph is typical of the whole se
of pictures taken along the injector using the movea
P-screen. Also shown on the same figure are simulations
formed using the WARP PIC code in single slice mode10

The emittances labeled on the simulation curves shown
Fig. 2 are calculated by multiplying the thermal velocity a
sumed for the beamlets by the total area the beam wo
have at the anode plane in the absence of the mask. It is c
that the shape of the pattern downstream depends on
beam emittance. From a comparison between the simul
and measured pattern one infers that the best match oc
when the initial normalized emittance of the total beam
between 16–18mm. This value is a factor of 4 or 5 large
than intrinsic emittance and the near-laminar flow that wo
allow the shadow of the grid to persist for 6 cm.

3. Pepper-pot measurements and hollow velocity
distribution

No satisfactory explanation for this behavior is possib
with the simple semi-Gaussian model. Fortunately, we w
able to directly measure the beam phase space usin
pepper-pot mask built into the aperture wheel near the an
The results, of which one photograph is shown in Fig. 3~a!,
provide the major clue for resolving this mystery. The bea
lets emerging from the 0.1 mm holes in the pepperpot

FIG. 2. Photograph of beam incident on a phosphor screen 104 cm do
stream from the anode while the five-beamlet mask is applied near
anode. The experiment is compared with the results of four simulat
starting with a semi-Gaussian distribution at the anode, but with differ
initial emittances, marked on the figures.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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pand to produce hollowed projections on the screen. Th
donuts indicate a hollowing of thevelocity spaceof the
beam, possibly caused by the distortion of the potential n
the cathode by the~cathode! grid. Reproducing the pattern i
the simulations is not simple, due to the 3D nature of
problem and the disparity of scales between the cathode
dimensions and the A/K gap, making simulation difficult11

Nevertheless we were able to obtain an approximation of
effect by injecting a beam with an artificially hollowed ve
locity distribution into the slice code simulations at the a
ode. Various implementations of hollowness have been
tempted, for instance one with rectangular symmetry
mimic the hollowness that could be created by the cath
grid. The results shown in the remainder of this paper us
radially hollowed velocity~i.e., possessing azimuthal sym
metry! that is obtained by rotating a Gaussian distributi
with width v th and offseta from the origin around a circle o
radiusa. The cross section of such a velocity distribution
thevx axis is shown in Fig. 4,12 along with a snapshot of th
y–y8 trace space. Henceforth, we refer to this distribution
‘‘annular-Gaussian,’’ noting that the density distribution
uniform as in the semi-Gaussian.

The parametersa and v th are obtained empirically by
fitting to experimental data. For this paper, we use a wi

FIG. 3. ~a! Pepper-pot snapshot of phase-space at gun exit, taken with
phosphor screen 6 cm downstream from pepper-pot mask near anode
cathode-grid biased at 45 V;~b! simulation of pepper-pot starting with a
annular-Gaussian distribution; and~c! simulation of grid shadow with
annular-Gaussian@cf. Fig. 1~b!#. Note that the pepper-pot holes are sta
gered in the experiment, but lie on a square grid pattern in the simulat
Downloaded 22 May 2003 to 131.225.18.205. Redistribution subject to A
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for the Gaussian corresponding to the intrinsic emittan
and a radius of rotationa selected to result in an rms bea
emittance of 14mm. These parameters can be varied
course, considering the pepper-pot images in the experim
itself change with the bias voltage of the cathode grid.
simulation of the pepper-pot with this distribution@Fig. 3~b!#
results in a picture qualitatively similar to the experime
Furthermore, this distribution reproduces both the shadow
the grid @Fig. 3~c!# and the five-beamlet experiment, as we
as the injector experiments.

Similarly by usingr –z simulations of the gun structur
starting from, but not including the cathode grid,11 we were
able to reproduce the experimentally measured features
when hollowness in the velocity space of the injected dis
bution was assumed. The agreement using ther –z code was
significantly better in some respects, but the point here is
even a crude 2D model with a hollowed velocity can qua
tatively explain experimental features that cannot be
plained with a semi-Gaussian.

D. Propagation in the injector

Figure 5~a! shows a series of beam photographs tak
along the injector using a moveable P-screen.13 The photo-

he
d a

.
FIG. 4. The annular-Gaussian velocity distribution~a! the velocity distribu-
tion in a cross sectionf (v r); ~b! a projection of the initial distribution on the
y–y8 trace space.
FIG. 5. Photographs of beam cross section along the injector, at 33, 39, 50, 55, 61, 67, 71, and 103 cm from the anode plane:~a! experiment;~b! simulation
with semi-Gaussian distribution; and~c! simulation with annular-Gaussian distribution.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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graphs demonstrate evolution of the beam as it propag
through the matching system, and exhibits space ch
waves similar to one discovered in previous experiment14

In addition, the experimental photographs exhibit some fi
structured patterns that were not observed in the prev
experiments. Since the primary difference from the ear
experiments is the added presence of the grids in the gun
suspect that to be the main factor resulting in this fine str
ture. Simulations with WARPxy @Figs. 5~b!, 5~c!#, using ini-
tially uniform density distributions, but two different velocit
distributions having the same rms values, demonstrate a
sulting difference in the detailed density distribution dow
stream. In particular, the annular-Gaussian distribution u
earlier@Figs. 3~c! and 4# more closely resembles the expe
mental results, although the agreement is not exact.

The emerging conclusion is that beam dynamics in
accelerator can be very sensitive to the details of the
distribution at the source. Even if a beam appears to be w
behaved in configuration space, distortions in velocity sp
can reappear as density structures later downstream.
that this fine structure persists for a long time. In our case
hollowness in the velocity distribution caused by the catho
grid persists as fine structure in the beam even in the la
experimental photographs 9 bends past the injector, i.e.,
eral plasma periods from the cathode. While the rms be
size and other second order moments are affected only by
rms emittance as calculated in Eq.~1!, it is clear that the
detailed density patterns including the propagation a
phases of space charge waves are affected by the hig
order moments of the initial distribution. As we have show
it is possible to construct two completely different distrib
tions with identical emittances, such as a thermal distribut
and one with two laminar ‘‘streams’’ propagating at an an
to each other, but obviously the beam dynamics will evo
differently for the different distributions when the details a
considered.

IV. STUDIES OF MIXING BY MEANS OF CHAOTIC
ORBITS

A related issue, of fundamental importance to be
physics as well as plasma physics in general, is mixing
dissipation of charge density structures and granularit
such as those we measured in the UMER beam near
source. Beams with space charge are, like many plasm
typically collisionless Hamiltonian systems where the d
tailed density distribution self-consistently governs the d
namics via Poisson’s equation. The questions of equilib
tion, damping, and reversibility are of fundamen
importance in determining beam properties. For example,
uipartitioning of anisotropic beams involves nonlinear e
ergy transfer and evolution towards an isotrop
meta-equilibrium.15 It is important for the accelerator de
signer to know whether the exchange of energy in this p
cess is reversible. Another example, while it may be poss
to correct for emittance growth in a 3D context by emittan
compensation techniques,16 this compensation needs to b
applied before any significant mixing has rendered
growth irreversible. The same question arises when con
Downloaded 22 May 2003 to 131.225.18.205. Redistribution subject to A
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ering any process manipulating a space charge-domin
beam; whether it is flat beam generation, bunch distort
due to coherent synchrotron radiation, matching throu
transitions in a linac, or emittance growth due to misalig
ments or dispersion. Furthermore, these issues are of im
tance beyond the plasma or beams community, as they a
to any N-body system interacting via long-range forces wi
out collisions, as is the case in large stellar systems,17 for
example.

In order to answer these questions we are conductin
large-scale simulation study of beam dynamics with a fo
on individual particle orbits.18 Whereas traditional PIC simu
lation is concerned mostly with the macroscopic behav
resulting from the interaction of macroparticles, we requ
sufficient numerical resolution so as to observe reliable m
roparticle orbits and analyze them statistically. Our ma
concern is whether or not particles follow globally chao
orbits, i.e., mix chaotically until they fill their total accessib
phase space, in which case they can phase mix quite rap
at rates that can be calculated from theory.19

To determine this, we seed large numbers of test p
ticles concentrated in various locations in 4D phase spa
The remainder of the beam should have a sufficient num
of particles and sufficiently fine simulation mesh to produ
a smooth and well-resolved potential at every step. Ti
steps are chosen small enough relative to the natural freq
cies of the system to result in a sufficiently smooth trajecto
Particle advance is done using a symplectic leap-frog a
rithm, which guarantees that the numerical simulation its
is reversible. Tracking the test particles in the self-consist
potential of the beam, we then look for exponential sepa
tion of orbits indicative of chaos, in which case we can c
culate the finite-time Lyapunov exponents20 for each initially
localized collection of test particles. Note that since in ge
eral we do not have equilibrium, the problem is time depe
dent. An example is shown in Fig. 612 comparing the ‘‘emit-
tance’’ moments for five clumps of test particles@defined as
in Eq. ~1!, but including only particles belonging to a pa
ticular clump# for each of two test cases: a round isotrop
space-charge-dominated beam in a uniform focusing ch
nel, and an otherwise similar beam having different init
emittances~hence temperatures! in x andy. The anisotropic
case has been observed to macroscopically relax to an
tropic beam on a very fast time scale~2–3 plasma periods!.15

The mixing rate, defined as the growth rate of the ‘‘em
tance’’ moment of each clump~indicative of the separation o
nearby trajectories!, proceeds much faster for the anisotrop
beam, as evident from Fig. 6. Furthermore, this growth
the anisotropic beam fits closely to a straight line on a se
log plot, indicating exponential growth. A comparison of tr
jectories inx–z space of 20 sample test particles from o
clump in each case indicates a qualitative difference in
havior ~Fig. 7!.

The fundamental significance of this type of study is th
chaotic mixing can be found in many types of physical s
tems. Whereas large stellar systems are largely inacces
outside of computer simulations, beam experiments can n
ertheless be constructed to test hypotheses pertaining to
damental questions in galactic dynamics.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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V. CONCLUSION

Measurements of the space-charge-dominated bea
the UMER source and injector have been compared to s
consistent particle-in-cell simulations using the WARP co
The various indirect measurements exhibit mutual contra
tion in the inferred value of emittance if a semi-Gauss
distribution is assumed. This contradiction has been remo
once a direct measurement of phase space using a peppe
identified a hollowed velocity distribution. Even anad hoc
use of a hollowed velocity distribution in the simulation
resulted in much-improved agreement with experimental
sults. This emphasizes the indispensability of direct ph
space measurements, as well as demonstrates the sens
of detailed beam distributions downstream to the veloc
distribution at the source.

Dissipation of granularities and microstructures such
what has been observed in the experiment has also
studied using the WARP simulations. Results indicate ra
mixing by means of chaotic particle orbits can take place
certain circumstances. This raises the possibility of setting

FIG. 6. Evolution along the beamline of the natural logarithm ofx and y
‘‘emittance moments’’ for 5 color-coded ‘‘clumps’’ of test particles launch
in an initially anisotropic beam withex52ey , and an average intensit
x50.96. The inset shows the same plot for an initially isotropic beam~i.e.,
ex5ey) with otherwise similar parameters.

FIG. 7. Trajectories of 20 test particles inx–y space from one typical clump
in ~a! the isotropic beam and~b! the anisotropic beam.
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charged particle beam experiments to model other and l
accessible N-body systems such as galaxies.
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